Catalinas Way (Erotic Romance - Western Romance)

The year is 1901 and Catalina Wyatt is a
30-year-old, self-sufficient, no-nonsense
female bounty hunter who lives life by her
own terms and takes no imitations for what
she really wants. When she receives her
biggest bounty to date to capture the
criminal Reckless Russell McGraw, her
journey leads her to the small town of
North Pike, Georgia, where she meets two
men who are as different as night and day:
35-year-old
Daryl
Watersfell
and
18-year-old Charlie Kilner, and forms a
mutual attraction to both. Having trouble
juggling nice guy Daryl, who she
genuinely cares for, and bad boy Charlie,
who she sees as someone who can help her
with her investigation, Catalinas Way is
about self-discovery as much is it is about
the discovery of others and finding out who
you should trust and whats really important
in life. *** Genre: Erotic Romance /
Western Romance, length: 22,100 words.
***
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